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ABSTRACT 

The Hagia Triada Sarcophagus, a painted limestone larnax, has been an enigma in the Minoan artistic canon since the time efits discovery 

in 1903. It is the only larnax found to date made ef limestone, and the only one to contain a series of narrative scenes of Minoan funerary 

rituals. Conversely, most contemporaneous Aegean larnake are decorated with randomly arranged abstract designs and figures. The late 

twentieth century re-excavations at the site of its discovery have, at last, allowed scholars to assign a tentative date (13 70-1320 BC) to the 

sarcophagus. This period coincides with the late Eighteenth Dynasty in Egypt, a time when interconnections between Crete and Egypt were 

extensive. This development now permits a reexamination of the artistic and technical elements on the Hagia Triada Sarcophagus that seem 

closely related to the Egyptian techniques used to decorate temples and tombs since the third millennium BC. 

INTRODUCTION 

T he enigmatic Hagia Triada Sarcophagus was 

discovered in 1903 by the Italian archaeologist, R. 

Paribeni during excavations of the hilltop cemetery 

near the site of Hagia T riada, 1 a transitional Minoan/Mycenaean 

religious and bureaucratic center located in south-central Crete. 

Among known examples of the Minoan and Mycenaean larnalce, 

this sarcophagus from the Late Bronze Age is exceptional in 

terms of its material, iconography, choice of paint pigment, 

funerary ritual narrative, decorative elements, overall 

composition, technique and style.2 

The larnax is a small coffin with a gable-topped lid (Figure 1) 
chat emerged as a popular form of burial container during the 

Late Bronze Age (circa 1430-1200 BC) at major sites on Crete 

and the Greek mainland. The favored technique and material for 

the manufacture of larnake, based on examples known to date, is 

slip painted terracotta. In fact, the vast majority of Minoan and 

Mycenaean are terracotta chest- or cub-shaped larnake decorated 

with abstract designs such as spirals and zigzags, stylized animal 

and marine motifs randomly arranged, and schematic figural 

forms chat symbolize female mourners, males engaged in hunting, 

or argonautic scenes. Rarer still are the schematic figural forms 

lying on a couch or bier symbolizing the deceased and not one of 

the larnake contain the elements of narrative. Compared to the 

Figure 1: Chest larnax (1430-1320 BC), Herakleion 
Museum, Crete (Author) 
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random compositions and highly abstract decorative programs 
found on terracotta larnake, the naturalistic and carefully 

organized narrative scenes of funerary rites on the Hagia Triada 
Sarcophagus (Figure 2) make it anomalous within this category 

of funera1y furnishings. Moreover, it is the only larnax found to 
dace that was manufactured from limestone and the only one 

executed in al fresco, a painted plaster technique normally found 
in wall painting and that originated on Crete.3 For decades, 

scholars have alluded to the compositional and stylistic 
connection between the Hagia T riada Sarcophagus, Knossian 

wall paintings, and contemporaneous wall paintings found in 

Egypt where processionals were a popular theme in tomb 

paintings dating back to the Old Kingdom (circa 2630 BC). On 

Crete, narrative scenes of processionals and ritual activities that 
emphasize human activities over nature seem to occur 

spontaneously as there is little evidence to connect chem to a style 
that developed from earlier Minoan art.1 The sudden appearance 

of a painting style in Minoan palatial complexes and on the Hagia 
Triada Sarcophagus with close similarities to Egyptian wall 

paintings has long given scholars reason to believe chat 
interconnections with Egypt through trade, conquest, exogamy, 

diplomatic gift exchange, or traveling artisans should be viewed as 
possibilities for the transference and exchange of Egyptian artistic 

ideas with Crete and hybridized into the Minoan canon (and vice 

versa). 

Figure 2: Hagia Triada Sarcophagus, painted limestone. Heralcleion Museum, Crete (Author). 

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE HAGIA TRIADA 

SARCOPHAGUS 

Finding an object's place within the appropriate temporal and 

historical context is a fundamental goal of the arc historian and 
the archaeologist. T his article employs the Aegean High 

Chronology. In this chronology, current scientific evidence such 
as dendrochronology, ice-core dating, and the recent radiocarbon 
dating of an olive branch found in volcanic ash on T hera 

(modern Santorini) date the eruption chat destroyed Akrociri , 

circa 1665-1595 BC, during the LM IA period.5 Using chis 
chronology, Manfred 13iecak's recent re-dating of the Minoan 

wall paintings found at Avaris (Tell el-Dab'a) to the reigning 
periods ofThmmose III through Amenhotep II ( circa lase half of 

the 15th century BC) is particularly relevant to this study.6 In 
addition, La Rosa's dating of the sarcophagus to 1370-1360 13C7 

establishes the fabrication contemporaneous to the reign of the 
Eighteenth Dynasty pharaoh Amenhotep III (circa 1388-1350 
BC) when Egypt was perhaps at its most powerful. This is the 
period in the Late llronze Age when evidence of trade and 

cultural interconnections between Crete and the Eighteenth 
Dynasty rulers abounds. It is also during this period on Crete 

when monumental wall paintings of rituals and processionals in 
the palatial complexes seem to suddenly appear and, conversely, 
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images of Minoans in processi01ul scenes appear on the walls of 

Theban tombs.8 These Minoans in Egypt are rendered in the 

same posture and dress as chose found on wall paintings from 

Knossos and lacer on one side of the Hagia Triada Sarcophagus. 

BRONZE AGL INTLRCONl\'LCHONS BLTWLLN C RL'J'L Al\'D 

EGYPT 

Comparisons between compositional and stylistic clements of 

the Hagia Triada S;trcophagus, wall paintings at m;tjor p;tlacial 

centers like Knossos and Hagia Triada, and contemporaneous 

wall paintings found in Egypt have been noted in the academic 

writings for decades.9 Until the last two decades of the twentieth 

century, however, there had been very little scholarship regarding 

the means by which in tcrconncctions and the exchange of artistic 

and other ideas traveled, directly and indirectly, between 

Mediterranean societies during the Bronze Age. Y ct, cultural 

exchanges such as chose chat occur through trade, 10 diplomatic 

relacions,11 and even migrating populacions12 have been widely 

documented and need to be immersed in the scholarship chat 

explores the transference of ideas between regions. These threads 

of evidence expand upon the more traditional view that favors an 

,i priori transference through conquest and cultural dominancc. u 

Chronologically, evidence for contact between Crete and 

Egypt begins early. Peter Warren's extensive research into the 

acquisition and adaptation of Egyptian lapidary art by Minoan 

Crete shows that the manufacture of stone vessels in Ei:,')'pt 

occurred with the greatest frequem.-y during First through Fourth 

Dynasties and ag;tin in the Eighteenth Dynascy14 
( corresponding 

co che EM I-II ;md che LM II-IIIA2 periods on Crete).15 

At Knossos, Arthur Evans found fragments of Egyptian scone 

vases16 in EM I contexts beneath the Central Court of the Palace. 

In the LM IB shrine treasury from the Cretan palatial center, 

Zakros, Warren documents Egyptian stone vessels dated to the 

Pre- and Early Dynastic eras that had been modified on Crete 

into Minoan forms. 17 Later still, in LM IIIA contexts from the 

Ccntr:tl Shrine Treasury at Knossos, Ev:ms documents an 

Egyptian stone, baggy alabastron 18 chat dates to the Middle 

Kingdom or the Second Intermediate Period.19 These examples 

and ochers, in original or Minoan modified forms, were found in 

elite contexts on Crete and give the impression they were objects 

of high status and value.20 Adding support to chis argument for 

Egyptian stone vessels as objects of status and value is the fact chat 

many vessels made much earlier have been found in later elite 

contexts, including tombs, on Crece21 signifying their importance 

as heirlooms22 and, perhaps, commemorations of diplomatic 

exchange between elite members of Egyptian and Minoan 

culture. 

In addition to the lapida1-y arts, the technology for the 

manufacture of faience was transferred from Egypt to Crete at an 

early date. Faicnce, a self-glazing composite material, is made by 

the high-heat fi ring of silicates like sand or powdered quartz 
combined with natron, a sodium carbonate binder.23 This 

attractive maceri:tl was often used :ts a substitute for semi

precious stones, especially lapis lazuli, which indicates why it is 

ubiquitous, exported, and copied.2'i The process of producing 

faience seems to have originated independently in Upper Egypt 

and Mesopotamia during the Neolithic era. In Egypt, faience 

objects first appear in fourth millennium Predynastic contexts.21 

From the Old Kingdom, a wall adorned with finely crafted 
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figure 3: Above: detail of griffin from Xcsce 3, Akrociri, 

Thcra, from C. Doumas, The Wall Paintings of 1'hera 

(Athens: The Thera Foundation, 1992), fig. 128; below: 
griffins in the restored Throne Room at Knossos 

(Author). 

faience ciles26 was found in the so-called Blue Room of che 

pyramid and mortuary complex for the Third Dynasty ph araoh. 

The artistic and technical mastery demonstrated in this 

composition of multi-colored tiles inlaid in mosaic-like fashion 

attests at the beginning of the Pharaonic era to the existence of a 

long tradition of artisanship and technical expertise in the use of 
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faience as an artistic medium. In face, hundreds of small faience 
figurines, pieces of jewelry, and vessels have been found in tombs, 

temples, and secular contexts in Egypt through the period of 
Roman rule. 

Faience objects, imported from or inspired by Egypt, have 
been found in a number of sites on Crete from the Early Bronze 

Age on. Tombs from the EM II (circa 2700-2200 BC) cemeteries 
at Mochlos27 have yielded some of the earliest faience objects on 
Crete. The earliest evidence for faience workshops on Crete, 
which occurs during the MM II ( circa 1810-1740 BC) comes 

from the south wing of the palace of Zakros and possibly from 
Knossos where Evans found cakes of unfired faience alongside 

the finished objects of che Temple Repository.28 In fact, some of 
Minoan Crete's finest examples of faience manufacture (such as 
the figurines of snake hamllers, animals, plants, fruits, flowers, 
beads, vessels, and votive robes) come from the MM IIIl Temple 
Repositories at Knossos2

~ and signify the role of the site as an 
important center for superior artistic and technical skiU in 

faienec production.10 

Figure 4: Part of wings of a griffin from the wall paintings at 
Avaris, from M. Bictak, Egypt, the Aegean and the Levant, 

lnterconnectiom in the Second Millennium, BC (London: 

British Museum Press for the Trustees of the British 

Museum, 1992), pl. 4, fig. 3. 

The careful examination for foreign motifs, symbols, and 
images that emerge suddenly in the artistic repertoire of a culture 
is another method used to sift through the evidence for clues that 
point to the cultural exchange of ideas. On Crete, mythological 
griffins of a Near Eastern source that is possibly Syrian31 arc 
found on the LM IA (circa 1700-1600 BC) waU painting in the 
adyton (iuscral basin) of Xeste 3 at Akrotiri and on the LM 1B 
(circa 1600-1525 BC) walls of che Throne Room ac Knossos 
(Figure 3), and they may speak to chis initial interchange. Unlike 
che Syrian griffin, hu-wever, the Minoan-style griffin has a crest 
along the head and neck, and notched wings with running spirals 

(when winged). In Egypt, chis Minoan-style griffin first appears 
in the fragments of a wall painting from a palace at Avaris (Figure 

4). Conversely, on Thera and Crete, imagery from the Egyptian 

artistic canon suddenly appears in the form of life-sized images of 
papyrus, a species of riverine plant not indigenous to the Aegean, 

on the LM IA wall painting in Room 1 in the House of the 
Ladies at Akrotiri on Thera.32 In smaller scale, papyri are found 

on LM Ill Palace Style vessels from Cretan contexts (Figure 5). 

figure Sa: papyrus fresco in Room 1, House of the Ladies 
(Thera), Thera Museum (Author) 

Another fabricated creature from the Egyptian canon, che 
sphinx, appears on a MM period seal stone33 found at Arkhanes 
in Northern Crete where it is sec on a ground line, a 
compositional element rarely found on Minoan seals. Another 

sphinx, this one in the form of a terracotta plaque, comes from 
the MM II context at Quarrier Mu at the palace complex at 
MaUia.'4 

Judith Wcingarccn's careful study of the transference and 

transformation of the Egyptian hippopotamus goddess Tawaret, 
who first appeared in Egypt no later than Sixth Dynasty, into che 

figure of the Minoan "genie" first found on sealings from 
Phaiscos and Knossos chat date to the MM II period:is adds to the 

body of evidence for long-standing contact between C rete and 
Egypt. 

Archaeology also documents the transference of paint 
technology between Egypt and Crete. As early as che Old 
Kingdom, the Egyptians discovered a process for making a 
synthetic form of blue pigment. The "recipe" for making the 
pigment, known co scholars as cuprorivaite or Egyptian Blue, was 
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exported from Egypt to Crete and in use there at Knossos as early 
as the MM IIA period and on the LM IA wall paintings found ,lt 

Akrotiri on Thcra16 even though chc same color could have been 

obtained by using azuritc or amphiboks, minerals indigenous co 

the Cyclades.37 The painted plaster technique a({resco originated 

on Crete at MM II Knossos in chc Bronze Age and transferred 
eastward throughout much of the Mediterranean and on wall 

paintings at sites in the Cyclades, Egypt, and the Levant.'8 

In addition, both Cretan and Thernn painters employed the 
use of taut sering to vertically mark chc upper and lower limits of 

the painted surfaces. String impressions and incisions into the 

damp plaster are among the unique charncteristics of Minoan al 

fresco wall painting technology. 19 That the presence of Minoan 

and Aegean iconography and painting technique found on 

fragments of painted plaster at Avaris (Tell el-Dab'a) has been 
confirmed (and recently rcdatcd to chc early Eighteenth 

Dynasty4\J) provides even stronger evidence for the exchange and 

transference of technology and artistic strategies between Crete 
and Egypt, further adding to the body of evidence that helps to 

explain the "sudden" appearance of processional themes at 
Knossos and Hagia Triad,1,11 Mino.ms in Theban tombs (Figure 

6), and bull-leaping motifs at Avaris.42 

The time of the manufacture of the Hagia Triada 
Sarcophagus in LM IHA2 also coincides with the LM IIIA 

physirnl expansions of H,1gia Triada and the neighboring port 

cown of Kommos41 on Crete. The role of the Minoan pore town 
of Kommos as a transshipment hub for goods imported from 

Egypt, Cyprus, Mycenae, Anatolia, Canaan, the Levant and Italy 

during the Lace Bronze Age11 is one such documented case of che 
extensive international concaccs chat existed during che reign of 

Amenhotep Ill. In E1:,,ypt among the ruins of Amenhotep Ill's 

mortuary temple at Korn el-Ha.tan are five statue bases, all chat 
remains of the ten original statues of the pharaoh. The bases are 

inscribed with ,l series of place-names inside crenellated ovals, 

surmounted by the figure of a hound prisoner. These 
inscriptions, sometimes known as "fortified" or "captive" ovals, 

bear the names of countries or regions believed to have been in 

contact in some way with Egypt during the reign of Amenhotep 
III. The list on che fifth base is known as the Aegean List, and it is 

the only known example of Aegean place-names found in 

Ei,')'pt.45 The Aegean names arc: Kcftiu (most likely chc Minoans 
of Crete); Tanaja or Tinay (likely Mycenaeans of the 

Peloponnesus); Amnisos (a port on the north shore of Crete), 
listed twice; Ph,1iscos; Kydonia.; Mycen,1e; Boeotian Thebes or 

Kaeo Zalcro; Mechana (Argolid); Nauplion; Kychcra; Ilios 

(Troy); Knossos; and Lyktos.46 The ways in which Crete and 
Egypt transmitted goods, technology, and artistic strategies 

involved a variety of me,ms of contact. Where the presence of 

Old Kingdom scone vessels in the later tombs of elite members of 

Minoan society signifies the transmission of artistic strategics 

through diplomatic gifts or other forms of exchange, the 

transference of technologies and techniques signifies the presence 

of traveling or migrating populations. 
For ex,1mple, che recipes for che manufaccure of faience or 

Egyptian Blue on Crete or Thcra or the technique for Minoan al 

fi-e.,n1 wall paincing in E!:,'YPt could not be cransmicced through 

the mere visu,J an,Jysis of finished products. The right 

combinations of chc right materials as well as the precise ways co 

process and execute would have co be exchanged by means of 

direct human interaction and this could only occur through 
travel, migration, diplonrncy, and political exch,mge. If Egypt h ,1d 

long established a reL1cionship with Crete, is it not plausible chat 
a political marriage as suggested by 13ictak47 could be a reason for 

the existence of Minoan-style wall paintings in an Eighteenth 

Dynasty palace at Avaris? 

figure Sb: palace style jar with abstract papyrus motif from 
Knossos, Hcraklcion Museum, Crete (Author) 

The body of evidence presented here does not represent the 

entire corpus of art historical and archaeological research into 

contact between Crete and Egypt during che Late Bronze Age. 

Yet, what is offered sup pores the growing scholarly ar1:,'l1mcnt chat 

focuses on migrating populations, traveling artisans, and 

diplomatic missions, rather than the reductive discourse in 
support of bands of marauding conquerors, as the more likely 

sources for the hybridization of foreign and domestic ideas of 

artistic expression chat inspired che LM IIIA2 creation of a 

sarcopha.1:,,us unique among known Minoan or Mycenaean 
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Figure 6: Hagia Triada Sarcophagus, Side A. Funerary procession and libation ceremony. 

Herakleion Museum, Crete (Author). 

funerary containers for the bodies of the deceased. The guestion 

is: why was tht: only findy crafo:d ditt: burial objn:t of its kind 

found at ,t small administrative outpost rather than at a much 

larger palatial cemer such as nearby Phaistos or ar Knossos, the 

e;lrliest, wc:althic:st, and most politically dominant of Minoan 

paLttial complexes? 

HAGIA TRLA.DA DURil\'G THE LM THA PEJUOD 

The lare twentieth cenmry excavations at Hagia Triada by 

the Italian An.:hawlogical Si.:hool in Athens, bl by Vincem,o I.a 

Rosa, greatly expanded the previously slight body of knowledge 

that pertains to the various ph::t-,es of development at this site.4~ 

Tn addition to ncw excavations, th<.: team n:ckancd and. cxaminul 

many are,ts of the site excavated during the e,trly twentieth 

century rhat were poorly or, in some cases never, completdy 
publish1:d.''9 Similar to other n:gions on Crete, thc I.M Tl pcriod 

at Hagia Triad.a appears from the archaeological evidence to be a 

phase of demographic and urban decline in the wa.lce of the 

widcsprcad dcstruccions that brought thc carlicr L\1 TB pcriod to 

a close. Ic is not until the Lj\1 IIIA period that Hagia Triada 

begins to expand from a small outpost to a major administrative 

and rcligious u;ntcr in thc suuth-c.:c.:ntral Mcs;na region of Cn.:tc 

even if only for a brief period of time, The construction and 

reconstruction activity at Hagia Triad a, hypothesized by La Kosa 

to c.:oncinuc without intcrruption during thc L~f IJL\2 pcriod, is 

a progression of expanding urbanization unmatched at 

c;ontc:mpor:,neous Phaistos, its palatial nt:ighbor just 3 km away.50 

During LM IITA, Knossos suffered a second phase nf 

destruction rhat reduced irs position of dominance over ocher 

island settbnents? while many l>ther sites on C rete, including 

Hagi,t Triad.a, began to show signs of recovery and reoccupation 

although smaller and less urbanized in scope as compared to the 

l.M I period,52 The intenst: and monumental cunpaign of 

redevelopment at Hagh Triada, described hy La Rosa as 

"feverish," is seen as a marker for the presence of an elite class that 

possessed the so<.:iopolitkal dominan<.:t: nect:ssary to desirt:, 

commission, org,tnizc, and oversee such a large scale building and 

artistic program . 

J\fany ofthi.: fr;li:,'Tncnts from the.: LM rn /\ I ( 1430- 1370 HC) 

wall paintings at Hagia Triada0
' hear processional scenes that arc 

dosdy similar, from a figural, compositional, and stylistic point 

of vkw, to th<.: proecssionals shown on the Hagia Tti;lda 

Sarcophagus, The onl:- other procession,tl scenes on Crete 

appear earlier on the east ·wall of the Corridor of Procession at 

Knossos. All of chcsc s<.:cn.:s, in turn, bcar compositional and 

stylistic similarities to those found on the walls of Thcban tombs 

from the .Eighteenth Dynasty in .Egypt. importantly, those with 

images of Kcfou (Minoans) in s<.:cncs that d (;piet p roi.:cssions of 

foreign emissaries correspond in date to LM II/U11 IIIAl on 

Crete making them contemporaneous with rhe appearance of 

proccssionals at Knossos and H;lgi:, Triada, The pro<.:cssional 
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scenes that appear in the LM IllAl period at Hagia Triada, 

similar in artistic mastery, style and composition to chose from 

Knossos, are evidence that the elite inhabitants there had 

important political connections with the functionaries who 

remained at a weakened Knossos. In addition, a rising elite class 

at Hagia Triada would have made the site an attractive 

destination for artisans mi1:,rrating from a declining Knossos in 

search of work. 

The most significant architectural features built ( or rebuilt) 

during the LM IIIAl/2 period of expansion at Hagia Triada are 

the very large mcgaron, its adjacent stoa, the nearby chapel 

located in the southwest sector, and the Northwest/Building P 

complex and Grand Stoa in the northwest sector. While the 

function of these buildings cannot be specifically established, the 

megaron54 and stoa of the southwest sector, built over the ruins 

of the LM 1B Royal Villa, where LM 1B wall frescoes of nature 

scenes and goddesses were found,55 may have served political and 

religious purposes. The buildings in the northwest sector appear 

to have served a bureaucratic and commercial function,56 

particularly evident by the configuration of the Grand Stoa with 

eight adjoining rectangular stalls each with an opening co the 

columned plaza. The buildings in the northwest sector were 

constructed over the remains of a LM IllA2 building called the 

Casa delle Camere Decapitate. Most interesting about the Casa 

delle Camere Decapitate is that it was demolished almost 

immediately after its initial completion and subsequently rebuilt 

on a grander scale. This process is significant for its emphasis on 

the rapid transition of Hagia T riada from a small Knossian 

administrative outpost to a major regional religious and 

administrative center in the southern part of Crete.57 This 

transformation may be due, in part, to a political reorganization 

that resulted from a second destructive event in the early LM 

IIIA2 period at Knossos that weakened its sociopolitical 

hegemony over the other settlements on the island.58 

Figure 7: Hagia Triada Sarcophagus, Side B. Procession and animal sacrifice. Herakleion 

Museum, Crete (Author) 

In addition to the physical and socio-political expansions 

evident at Hagia Triada, the LM IIIA2 monumental buildings in 

the North sector of the site also show evidence of a culture in 

transition. Nicola Cucuzza describes the formal style of these 

structures as one of "hybrid character" combining Minoan and 

Mycenaean architectural characteristics, a phenomenon found at 

sites all over Crete in LM IIIA2.59 For example, the two stoas at 

Hagia Triada mixed Mycenaean architecture with Minoan 

stylistic features influenced by buildings from earlier palatial 

contexts found there.60 

From the architectural evidence, LM IIIA2 Hagia T riada 

appears to have been a newly prosperous complex, surpassing in 
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size neighboring Phaistos.61 The hybrid character of some of the 
major buildings noted by its excavators echoes the observations 

made by others excavating in LM IIIA2 contexts at nearby 

Kommos, where evidence exists for a similar and 

contemporaneous expansion.62 From the evidence found in LM 
III at a number of sites on Crete, including Hagia Triada, there 

emerges the image of ,t culture in the midst of transition with an 

elite class in search of new ways co express their identity. Perhaps 

these factors help to explain the diversity found in LM IIIA 

mortuary practices throughout Crete63 of which the necropolis at 
Hagia Triada and its famous painted sarcophagus stands as ,m 

exemplar. 

The original discovery of chc tomb of the Hagia Triada 
Sarcophagus resulted only in the most schematic of ground plans. 
Robbed in antiquity, the tomb was almost devoid of burial goods. 

Despite three separate excavation campaigns in the early 
twentieth century, the lack of in situ objects that could serve as 

chronological markers combined with a series of poorly 

published finds have, until only recently, prevented the 

establishment of a specific dace for che construction of the comb 
and the manufacture of its famous sarcophagus. Without ,t firm 

chronological context in which to embed the sarcophagus, the 
scholarship could go no further than the cxccllcnc iconographical 

and stylistic analyses published by Long and lmmerwahr. The 

work of La Rosa and his team at Hagia Triada during the late 
twentieth century now permit us co give the comb and its painted 

sarcophagus a more secure sense of place and time within chc 

broader context of chc Mediterranean Late Bronze Age world. 
The excavations carried out under the auspices of the Italian 

Archaeological School of Athens uncovered the tomb for the 
fourth time. The rnreful archaeological and recording methods 

employed during the excavations paid off for at the northwest 

corner and at the north half of the eastern foundation trenches 

were found minute fragments of two cups, probably discarded by 
workers during the building of the tomb, at the base of its walls.6 i 

The date of the cups was subsequently established "with good 
approximation" to chc beginning of the LM IIIA2 period (circa 
1370 BC), leading La Rosa to conclude the same date for the 

construction of the tomb and the fabrication of the painted 
sarcophagus, an object he describes as "'politically' Mycen,te,m 

with chc weight of Minoan tradition."(iS 

The evidence for a culture in chc midst of socio-political 
transition found during the LM IIIA2 period suggests an 

environment receptive to experimentations with new ,md 

possibly imported ideas and forms of expression. The use of older 

traditions combined with new ideas to create a stylistically 

eclectic blend is also found in the cemetery adjacent to the 

settlement at Hagia Triada.66 Two of the tomb structures, the 
EM II tholos Tomb Beta and the Neopalatial period Tomb 5 

(also known ,ts the Tomb of the Gold Objects),67 were reused 

during chc LM IIIA period. In contrast, chc tomb from which 

chc painted sarcopha1:,'1ls emerged, constructed in early LM IIIA2 

is, so far, a structure unique among known tomb types on 
Crete.68 

The semi-subterranean tomb1
'
9 is a nearly square arrangement 

built with unusually thick, carefully conscrucccd rubble walls70 

chat are viewed by several scholars as foundation walls for a 
superstructure made of perishable material.71 Despite its 

temporally unique architectural characteristics, the tomb is not 
without parallels from earlier burial contexts on Crete. Minoan 

house tombs, a burial strucrnrc that populated Cretan cemeteries 

as early as the EM II period72 had gone out of general use by the 
Lue Bronze Age. The few th,tt concinued co be in use were sited 

at Cretan palatial centers, including Hagia Tri,td,t. The use of 

chis tomb type by members of an elite class was, perhaps, 
intended to express dynastic connections to an earlier, pre
palatial Crete.n At Hagia Triada, this traditional form ofburial 

structure is reflected in an updated version in the LM IIIA2 
period. The tomb of chc Hagia Triada Sarcophagus is a 

hybridization of traditional forms and new ideas in what J cffrcy 

Soles refers to as "the last house tomb built on Crete. ""4 It was 
here that Paribeni found a very unusual larnax adorned with a 

form of funernry art as unique in terms of its material, 

polychromy, iconography, narrative ,md decorative elements, 
overall composition and stylc75 as the building that was intended 

to be its eternal resting place. 

A PLACE FOR THE BODY: THE APPLARAKCL OF CLAY LARNAKE 

AKD A LIMESTONE SARCOPHAGUS l l\' LM III C RETE 

Larnake, chest-, or the less common tub-shaped coffins made 

of painted terracotta (used in residential and funerary contexts 
on Crete )76 first appear in burial contexts on C rete at the 

beginning of the fourteenth ccnrnry BC77 as a popular method of 

corpse deposition. Most of them are topped with a gabled lid, are 

rectangular in form with inset side panels, rest on four squat legs, 
and contain vertical h,mdles or holes drilled through the upper 

edge, possibly for transporting them with a rope or pole (Figure 
1 ). 

The first appearance of this coffin type appeared on C rete in 

the LM 11-111 period and was made of wood and served as the 
prototype for the later chy versions. They were four-legged, 

rcctani:,'lllar in shape, of the same approximate size buc due to 

their fragmentary condition licclc is known of their decoration 
except for the traces of red, blue, yellow, and white pigment 

noted in the excavation reports. Beginning with Sceph,mos 

Xanchoudides and Evans in the early twencieth century, scholars 

have ar1:,'l.1cd that these wooden coffins were derived from 

Egyptian funerary chests for the storage of linens entombed with 

the deceased for use in the afterlife.78 In the Late Bronze Age 
when Aegean terracotta hrnake were being manufactured, one 

made from a single piece oflimestone7
~ (Figure 2) was created for 

a burial at Hagia Triada. To date, it is the only one of its kind 
chat has been found on Crete, or the mainland and islands of 
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Greece.80 The sudden popularity of this Egyptian form for the 
LM II-III wooden coffins, the later LM III clay types, and the 

limestone Hagia Triada Sarcophagus on Crete coincide with 

contemporaneous evidence of contact found in the presence of 

Egyptian vessels at the Minoan port of Kommos, and the Kefou 
emissaries in Theban tomb paintings. Coupled with the lack of 

earlier evidence on Crete for burial containers that take this form 
chc chest-shaped coffins found on Crete between 1490 and 1320 
llC arc viewed by many scholars, including this writer, as 

derivatives of ideas transferred from Egypt.81 

The narrative scenes found on che long and shore sides of 

Hagia Triada Sarcophagus (Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9) have been 

considered one of chc most coherent sources for information 
pertaining to Cretan funerary rites. Paradoxically, the object 
icselfhas been viewed as a kind of"larnax of a different color" and 

is usually mentioned as a part of the inventory ofLM III larnake 
from Crete despite the overwhelming number of characteristics 

chat set it apart from the more cruddy manufactured ccrracocca 

coffins.~2 My personal survey of the extensive collection of 

Minoan larnake on display ac the Herakleion Archaeological 
Museum ( md ac the Archaeological Collection of the Ministry of 

Culture in Iedpetra on Crete) reveals m,my fundamental 

differences between terracotta larnalcc and chc Hagia T riada 

sarcophagus.8-' 

Most of the larnake,84 like the sarcophagus, have holes drilled 
through the bottoms in order for body fluids co drain from the 

decomposing corpse (or corpscs),85 arc rectangular in shape, rest 

on four squat legs and contain painted decoracion8
(i but chis is chc 

extent to which they share similarities with the Hagia Triada 

Sarcophagus. In face, the choice of location within the 
Heraldeion Museum for the installation of the sarcophagus 

among chc exhibits of Minoan wall paintings from the major 

palatial centers on Crete seems to place emphasis on its otherness 
vis a vis the more common clay larnax. 

Stylistically, the decoration md motifa found on terracotta 

larnalce seem to be borrowed from the repertory of vase 
paintcrs.87 The range of color used on the larnakc is limited co chc 
same palette used in Minoan vase painting. The background, 

when it is painted, is limited to white or buff slip and the motifs 
and decorative elements are completed in a red or brownish-black 

paint. The iconogtaphy on the clay larnalcc arc comprised mostly 

of marine and floral motifs executed as highly stylized 
abstractions of their natural appearance, and decorative elements 

such as zigzags, running spirals and checkerboards are used as 

borders or filler. Humans and animals, where they do appear, are 

sketched in silhouette or outline form with licclc regard to detail, 

proportion, or scale. The majority of the decorations found on 

the terracotta larnake are randomly arranged as conceptual land 
and seascapes. Where a funerary element is present, the scene is 

one of prothesis or mourning.88 The motif, are typically applied 

on chc larnakc using the all-over composition distinctive of 

Marine and Palace Scylc poccc1y (Fii,'llrc 5) as well as amphoroid 

kraters and terracotta bathtubs.89 Although some of the long 
sides of the larnake are divided into one or two panels 

surrounded by decorative borders, most of the motifs applied 

inside these panels adhere to the same all-over compositional 

technique. The manufacture and painting of the Hagia Triada 
sarcophagus is, on the contrary, a technical and artistic tour-de

force by comp,trison. Cre,tted from a single block of limestone, 

chc narrative panels on the long and short sides were carved as 

inset from the borders and corner posts adorned with decorative 

elements that surround them. After the sarcophagus was carved, 
the artist(s) had spre,td a hyer of very pure lime plaster over the 

bare scone to serve as the support for the polychronrntic painted 

decoration that adorns chc exterior surfaces of the sarcophai,'l.ls. 
According to object's chief restorer Franca Callori, the medium 

used on the sarcophagus was tempera, but pigments were not 

mixed with a protein based binder, as in the usual manner, but 
with limewater and applied over the plaster support typical of the 

al fresco technique for painted plaster chat originated on Crctc.9ll 

The use of narrative elements and registers to organiz;e and 
make readable the rituals activities found on the Hagia Triada 

sarcophagus ,tre derived from processional themes found on the 

LM IA fragments of a scene that h,ts been described as ,t 

processional from Xcstc 4 at Akrotiri,91 the Procession fresco at 

Knossos, and the LM IIIA 1 fragments of processional scenes 

found in 1904 in a fresco dump between the tomb of the Hagia 
T riada Sarcoph,tgus and the vilh.92 Close similarities in theme, al 

fresco painting technique, realistic style, organization, figural 

composition, narrative dcmcncs, palette, costume details, and 
decorative motifa clearly demonstrate that the artisan(s) who 

painted the Hagia Triada sarcophagus were trained in the art of 
wall painting as opposed to the vase painters who decorated the 

day larnalcc. 

As lmmerwahr has documented in her publication chat traces 

the stylistic development of painting in the Brome Age Aegean, 
processional and ritual themes emerge suddenly in the Minmm 

rnnon. In each of the examples cited herein, these processionals 
occur contemporaneously with periods where the evidence is 
strongest for interconnections between Crete and Egypt.93 But 

unlike Egypt, the processional and ritual themes on wall 
paintings on Crete, and later on the Greek mainLmd, are found 

only in cultic, palatial, or public ceremonial contexts and never in 

funerary conccxts.94 The only place in the Aegean where 
processional and ritual scenes executed with the elements of 

Egypti,m style in a funerary context are found on the exceptional 

LM IIA2 Hagia Triada S,trcopbgus. 

WHAT Is So EGYPTIAN ABOLT THE HAGL>\ TRL>\DA 

SARCOPHAGCS? 

Since the time of its discovery, the Egyptian influence in the 

artistic program on the Hagia Triada sarcophai,'l.ls has been 

observed and commenced upon by numerous scholars.95 Y ct, 
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because the aspects of the rites and rituals shown on the 
sarcophagus rnn be related to arch,teological material from 

Minoan combs an<l elsewhere in Minoan art, such as on seal 

scones, some scholars have discounted an Egyptian connection. 

Charlotte Long, who used Minoan iconographic parallels, did 
exemplary work in what is the initial scholarly publication of the 

artistic elements of the sarcophagus and argues convincingly that 

what is depicted on rhc sarcopha1:,>us is informed by traditional 
Minoan funerary beliefs. Despite her significant contribution, 

figure 8: Hagia Triada Sarcophagus, Side C. Male 
processional in top register and goddesses in agrimi 
driven chariot in lower register. Hcraklcion Museum, 
Crete {Author) 

Long, in the final analysis implies that the sarcophagus was 

created by Minoans who had very little conrnct with other non

Aegean civilizations. In her defense, this approach rcprcscnrs che 

school of thought that prevailed at the time of her research in the 
1970s. The greatest problem with a Hellenocentric approach is 

that Egyptian influence on this unusual Crernn sarcophagus is 

artificially minimized due to the failure by scholars to place it 

within rhe broader historical and geographical context of the 

Late Bronze Age Mediterranean. The task at hand, therefore, is 

not to reaffirm what is Minoan or Mycenaean about the 

sarcophagus bur to identify what is not. 
To reiterate, the sarcophagm is manufactured from a solid 

piece oflimestone, found in abundance on Crete. Despite this, it 

is the only sarcophagus of its kind found on the island and the 

earliest sarcophagus created from limestone found anywhere in 

the Aege,m. Not only were the inset pmels on the sides rnrved, 
but Callori discovered during rhe restoration of the sarcophagus 

chat rhc decorative rosette border had flrst been sculpted in bas-

figure 9: Hagia Triad.a Sarcophagus, Side D. 
Goddesses in griffin driven chariot. Heraklcion 

Museum, Crete (Author) 

relief on the bare stone. Carved relief, a subtractive sculptural 

process, is not found in Aegean wall paintings. To achieve a 

rhrcc-dimcnsional effect in Aegean wall paintings, artisans 

employed low relief stucco, an additive sculptural process. The 

technique of bas-relief is frequently found in Egyptian temples 
and tombs where it dates hack to the Old Kingdom.96 The 

carved low relief found by Callori on rhc bare stone of chc Hagia 

Triada Sarcophagus could not have been an idea derived from 
known Minoan or Mycenaean wall painting techniques, but it 

certainly could have been an idea transferred by artisans or 
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someone else familiar with wall paintings in Egypt. 

One of the materials employed to decorate the Hagia Triada 

Sarcophagus also differs from the standard conventions of 

Aegean wall painting. Egyptian Blue has been identified at all 

sites with wall paintings in the Aegean, but it is not found on the 

Hagia Triada Sarcophagus. An analysis of a sample of blue 

pigment from the sarcophagus revealed that it is neither Egyptian 

Blue, nor a pigment made from azurite or amphibole, sources 

indigenous to the Aegean. The blue pigment on the Hagia 

Triada Sarcophagus is made of powdered lapis lazuli and it is 

currently only one of two cases of this pigment found in the 

entire Aegean.97 George Bass has argued that lapis lazuli, a bright 

blue, semi-precious stone found in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and 

Tajikistan, was imported to the Aegean from the Near East on 

Levantine ships.98 Cline's extensive research into international 

trade during the Late Bronze Age shows that during reign of 

Amenhotep III, contemporaneous with the LM IIIA2 period on 

Crete when the Hagia Triada Sarcophagus was manufactured, 

commercial activity between Egypt, Syria-Palestine, Cyprus, and 

the Aegean was quite extensive,99 and though nothing definitive 

can be determined, it is possible that the lapis lazuli used for the 

painting arrived at Hagia Triada through an Egyptian 

intermediary. In fact, the use of the much more expensive lapis 

raises the Hagia Triada Sarcophagus above its terracotta 

counterparts as if its patron intended for it be viewed as "royal". 

The unusual choice of material for the blue pigment found on 

Figure 10: Line drawing from wall painting of Keftiu emissaries in the tomb of Senenmut, reign 

of Hatshepsut, Eighteenth Dynasty, from S. Wachsmann, Aegeans in Theban Tombs (Leuven: 

Uitgeverij Peeters, 1987), pl. XXIII A. 

the Hagia Triada Sarcophagus is not the only chromatic evidence 

for outside influence on the painting technique. The 

conventional use of red for the skin of males has been found on 

Aegean wall paintings since the emergence of figural imagery in 

the LM IA. 100 This convention is used consistently in every 

known figural wall painting found at Akrotiri on Thera, at 

Knossos and in fragments of a figural scene found in the fresco 

dump near the Hagia Triada palatial complex, as it is on the 

Hagia Triada Sarcophagus. But, by the time this convention 

appeared in the Aegean, it was already a very old tradition in 

Egypt and Immerwahr has pointed to Egypt as the source for the 

artistic strategy that was transferred later to the Aegean. 101 

The conventions employed occasionally by Aegean painters 

for the full display of the human figure is another technique 

borrowed from Egypt. 102 In Egypt, the principal human figures 

in painting or relief are shown using a composite profile 

consisting of profile feet, legs, and hips, frontal torso and arms, 

and profile head with a large frontal eye. In Aegean painting, this 

convention is rarely used. On Crete, the Egyptian composite 

profile is employed only for the offering bearers on Side A of the 

Hagia Triada Sarcophagus (Figure 6) perhaps because it may have 

been the best way to fit all three figures in a small space and still 

allow for the full and unobstructed representation of the objects 

they hold. On Thera, the Egyptian style is used for one of the 

fish bearers on the wall painting from Room 5 in West House at 

Akrotiri. In Egyptian processionals, the composite profile is the 

unwavering standard for offering bearers. 
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Lonp. and :-Janno ,\,farina.ms are correct that parallels in 

earlier Minoan glyptic image1y can be found for many of rhe 

im1iviuua1 dcmcnts 011 chc Ha¢,1 TriaJa Sarcophagus. Yer, the 
orr,a n iza.cion of ch is i m age1y in to two 11a.1·1·atives p:i.nel s depicting 
i\{innan funerary rites h.1~ no ('arlier parallels in Minoan arr. If 
not imHgenous ro the Aegean then from where did Aegean 
p,linters borrow chese a1·ciscic strategies? The sd1olarly disco1u·se 
offcr(·d by Evans, Imm('I\vahr, \Va trolls, I lilkr, rn·, and orh(·ts 

have Jong s u ggesteli chat the idea for the organi:t.acion oi 
individual Minoan motits into coherent narratives rnmc, from 

the Egyptian canon where narrative ~ccm·s arc founJ on rhc walb 
oftom bs ber,i 11 n in r, ~s e~ 1'ly as r.he Old Kin r,dom. ,.;., Research by 
\V arm us, Biecak, Cline rn, and others ha.ve demonsrraced that 

interconnection through u,1de, diploma.ck. gilt e.-.d1ange, 

traveling artisans, and cimgamy dnring ch c I .ate Bronze A gc may 

be chc means rhar m:tdc possible rhe app..::mmc<.: of Egypci:m 
artistic. St1'ategi es in :V1 i noa n seen es found on the H ar,i a T riada 

Sarcophagus and elsewhere in the Aegean ( and vice versa). 

During the Eightccmh Dynasty/LMII-III period, several 
Theban combs in i:,gypt contained both che ,onventio11al 

iunerary processionals along with the proc.essionals of tribute 
hearers, which included Kcftiu emissaries, which had become 

popul.tr beginning with chc reign of Hatshcpsut (figure l O}. The 
images of Kefri II t1'ibu r.e bearers found in th is a thi or.he1' Egy1iti~.n 

comli painring-; frnm the F.ightecnth Dyn:isty1"~ liear cxrn:mely 

dose sicnilariries co the male processional figures found on the 
wall pain ci ngs from Knossos and che fragmen c of a flgure on the 

upper rcgistn on Side C of the I I:tgia T riada sarcophaglls (foi~'ltrc 
8). The asco u nding resemblance of che Theb,ut Kefriu to chose 

found on wall paintin&' and on che Hagia Triada Sarcophagus 

from Crcrc suggc~ts rhac, ac some point, Egyptian artists haJ to 

have obse1·ved ~- "live" Kefti11 in orde1· to include such an 
extraordina1y likeness among che scock images and scenes HT. that 

make up the repertoire of subject m,mer found i.11 .Eip,hceemh 
Dyn:i.<ry tombs. The presence of Minoan, in the paintings of 

Thcban rombs and chc sudden cmcrg..:ncc of n:umrivc 
p1'ocessi on al scenes a.c the Pa hce of Knossos a n1i l :i.te1', in a. 11 n iq11e 

funerary context on the Hagia Triada Sarcophagus scrcngchens 

the argument for the transference and c.~d1,mgc of artistic idea~ 
and moci~ between Crece and Egypt during the Eighteenth 

figure I I: Linc tlrawing from wall painting of Kefciu emissaries in the tom l, of Senenmut, 
Me11du:perrcso11l,, reign ofThuttnu>e III, fii;hteenth Dynasty, from S. Wad1stna1111, 1/egeam i11 

Tbeban Tun1bs (Lcuven: Uitgcvcrij Peeters, 1987), pl. XXIII A. 

Dynasty/L\,f II-IHA period. 

The tomb p,1incinp.s executed in Egypr prior ro rhe 
mannt'actnre of che Hagia Triada Sarcophagus dncumenc a rich 

army of goods carried by Keftiu emissaries as offrrint9> of trihurc 
to the reigning ph ;i1·ac:,h. The Kefri u urry on their shoul1le1·s, in 

their hands, or draped over their arms gifts in che form of vessels, 

textiles, copper ingms, jewelry, an(l the sracucrces of hulls (figure 
11 ). On Crete, the only pai11ting where offering bearers are 
depicted canying anything nchcr than a ve.,,d occur, on the 

I Iagfa T riada S,trcophagus. The id..:a for Jcpiccing bull sc.ttuetres 
in r.he arms of offering bea re1·s who M<- 1·e ndered i 11 the Egypti ;in 

composite profllc on Side A of che Hagia 'J'riada sarcophagus 
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controlled trading centers, like the Levant, during the Late 
Bronze Age. That this blue pigment occurs in only two places in 

the Aegean; one being the Hagia Triada Sarcophagus, not only 

denotes outside contact, but is another example of the otherness 

embodied in this object. The idea to assemble a variety of 

Minoan ritual motif~ into a coherent narrative used in the only 

funerary context ever found in the Aegean speaks again to the 

extent of the exchange of artistic strategics that occurred between 

Crete and Egypt. And finally, the Egyptian compositional 

elements found in figures of che libating female, the offering 

bearers, and the deceased, as well as the depiction of objects 

normally not found in Minoan combs but shown on the Hagia 

Triada Sarcophagus, are further examples of ideas borrowd. from 
Egyptian funerary art. 

figure 13: 1 Hagia Triada Sarcophagus, Side A. Detail of 
the deceased. Herakleion Museum, Crete (Author). 

But the evidence for interconnections between Crete and Egypt, 

no matter how slight, goes back as far as the Middle Kingdom 

and the MM IB period and is demonstrated by the early presence 

of Egyptian stone vessels, faience, am! Egyptian blue pigment on 

Crete as well as the Kamares-ware vessels117 found in Egyptian 

tombs. Not only do these exchanges indicate the trade of goods, 

but they acknowledge the exchange of ideas that could only be 

accomplished by traveling groups like artisans, craftsmen, 

emissaries, ambassadors and, perhaps, even the ruler118 

themselves. The observations made and the ideas gathered by 

these groups are not commodities that can be exchanged in the 
normal sense, but the absence of observations and ideas in the 

archaeological record should not rule out the possibility that they 

existed ncverrhclcss. For many of the Egyptian clements found 
on the Hagia Triada sarcophagus are best accounted for by the 

idea of the exchange of ideas. The anomalies inherent in the 

Hagia Triada Sarcophagus raise the question of why this Aegean 

funerary vessel alone carries these characteristics. It is likely that 

both the temporal and geographic position of Hagia Triada 

combined with its new position as a power center on Crete 

during the Late Bronze Age provides an answer. Siwatcd as it is 

near the south coast of Crete, Hagia Triada faced Egypt and, with 

the interconnections between these two lands that have been 

demonstrated in chis article, Hagia Tri.tda, may have strongly 

benefited from this contact. The shift in power aw:ty from 

Knossos in the wake of its second phase of destruction in the 
early LM IIIA2 period was also to the benefit of Hagia Triada. 

During the LM IIIA2 period, Hagia Triada rapidly evolved into a 

dominant bureaucratic/ religious center with connections to the 

Minoan trading pore at nearby Kommos where evidence of trade 

with Egypt is pronounced during this time. 

These factors suggest both the presence of a powerful figure at 

Hagia Triada and his connection with Egypt. \Vhcchcr the 

subtle changes in material and medium that mark the H agia 

Triada Sarcophagus can be talzen as a nod co Egypt, or whether 

they indicate an emigrant craftsman born in Egypt, a Minoan 

craftsman trained in Egypt, or a traveling patron, there is no 
question that ideas from Egypt play a part in the construction of 

this funerary container. More obvious than the .Egyptian 

technical borrowings on the sarcophagus to those who may h ave 

witnessed the funerary rites for the deceased would have been the 

narrative scenes on its side. Given their unique nature, it is clear 

chat its patron wanted his final resting place to stand alone. 

However, there is no reason to believe the patron of this 

sarcophagus was an Egyptian for there is, in all, more about the 

imagery that is traditionally Minoan. It seems more likely that 

the patron of the sarcophagus was a Minoan official at Hagia 

T riada, who may have traveled to Egypt and admired the elite 

funerary imagery he saw there. T his elite official may have 
brought back to Crete the idea of an "Egyptian burial" perhaps to 

make his own as extravagant as those he observed in Egypt as a 

means to express his elevated social status. To use a phrase coined 

by Michael Wedde,119 the movement of ideas from one culture 

to the next is like an "intellectual stowaway." and on the Hagia 

Triada Sarcophagus these ideas arc combined with traditional 

Minoan funerary beliefs to emerge as a hybridized, unique, and 

meaningful representation of rituals of death and burial for 

someone who may have experienced, firsthand, the funerary 

traditions of Egypt during a period of social and cultural 

transition on Crete. 
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